Nonlinear self-interaction of finite amplitude energetic particle induced geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) is investigated using nonlinear gyrokinetic theory. It is found that both zero frequency zonal flow(ZFZF) and second harmonic can be driven by finite amplitude EGAM, with energetic particles (EPs) playing a dominant role in the nonlinear couplings through finite orbit width effects. For ZFZF, the effects of EPs on EGAM nonlinear self-coupling dominate that of the thermal plasmas which are also present; while the second harmonic generation is only possible via finite amplitude coupling though EPs. Our findings may improve the understanding of stabilizing zonal modes, and consequently, drift wave turbulence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zonal flows (ZFs) [1, 2] , or more generally, zonal structures are toroidally and poloidally symmetric radial corrugations in toroidal devices such as tokamaks. There are two categories of ZFs, i.e., zero frequency zonal flow (ZFZF) [1] and geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) [3, 4] peculiar to toroidal plasmas. ZFZFs are characterized by zero real frequency and symmetric scalar potentials determined by trapped ion induced inertia enhancement [1] . On the other hand, GAMs are induced by the thermal plasma compression due to toroidal geometry, with a frequency of the order of sound wave frequency. GAMs are characterized by the up-down anti-symmetric density perturbation, in addition to the predominantly m = 0/n = 0 scaler potential.
ZFs have been extensively studied for two decades due to their potential role in regulating turbulence and the associated anomalous transport [1, 5, 6] . ZFs can be driven unstable by drift waves [6, 7] including drift Alfvén waves (DAWs) [8, 9] , and can in turn scatter DWs/DAWs into stable short radial wavelength domain. It is generally believed that, ZFZFs can more effectively regulate DWs than GAM, due to their low frequency [10] . While the nonlinear dynamics of DW turbulence depends on the branch ratio between ZFZF and GAM generation, gyrokinetic theory predicts that the cross-section for ZFZF and GAM excitation by DWs are comparable. Thus, the nonlinear DW dynamics may depend on the threshold condition for ZFZF and/or GAM generation, , which itself depends on various plasma parameters such as safety factor and collisionality.
Besides the indirect relation between ZFZF and GAM mediated by DWs, which is sometimes termed as "twopredator one-prey" process, what is adding more complexity to the problem is that, as observed in numerical simulations [11] and then interpreted by nonlinear gyrokinetic theory [12] , finite amplitude GAM can directly generate ZFZF, while ZFZF has no feed back on GAM. Hence, one needs to be very careful in interpreting experimental observations of ZFZF. Besides the ZFZF generation, the second harmonic of GAM has alsobeen observed in experiments [13, 14] , while both nonlinear gyrokinetic theory and simulation [11] and fluid theory [15] show that second harmonic generation is prohibited due to the cancelation of parallel and perpendicular nonlinearity to the leading order. Thus, the origin for the observed second harmonic is still open for discussion. One possible interpretation is that energetic particles (EPs) are playing a dominant role in GAM second harmonic generation [15] , as we will further discuss here.
ZFs are usually linearly stable due to their symmetric mode structure, and hence they can not be driven unstable by expansion free energy. However, due to its finite frequency, GAM can be resonantly excited by EPs with the free energy coming from the velocity space anisotropy [16] [17] [18] [19] . Althoug the effect of this EP-induced GAM (EGAM) on DWs are still under investigation [20, 21] , it is proposed as one active control for DW turbulences. In this work we investigate the nonlinear dynamics of finite amplitude EGAM, including both ZFZF and second harmonic generation due to the self couplings of EGAM. Our theory indicates that, both second harmonic and ZFZF can be driven by EGAM, with the finite orbit width (FOW) effects playing a dominant role in the nonlinear couplings. The contribution of resonant EPs to the cross-section of the nonlinear couplings dominates that of the thermal plasmas. Our work, thus, may contribute to the understanding of the complex nonlinear dynamics of DWs in the presence of EPs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoretical model is given, which is then applied to investigate the ZFZF generation by EGAM in Sec. III and EGAM second harmonic in Sec. IV. Finally, a brief summary and discussion is given in Sec. V
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
The nonlinear interactions between EGAMs are investigated using nonlinear gyrokinetic theory. For the simplicity of discussion while without loss of generality, we assume T e /T i ≪ 1 so that the contribution of m = 0 poloidal sidebands of EGAM, EGAM second harmonic and ZFZF scale potential are negligible [12, 18] . In this work, for the simplicity of notation, we useΦ for the m = 0 component of the scalar potential δφ. The nonlinear equations describing the nonlinear generation of ZFZF and/or second harmonic by EGAM can then be derived from the charge quasi-neutrality condition:
with δH being the nonadiabatic part of the perturbed particle response, and can be derived from the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation [22] (
A large aspect-ratio axisymmetric tokamak is assumed here, with the equilibrium magnetic field given by B 0 = B 0 (e ξ /(1+ǫ cos θ)+(ǫ/q)e θ ), where ξ and θ are, respectively,the toroidal and poloidal angles of the torus, ǫ = r/R 0 ≪ 1 is the inverse aspect ratio, r and R 0 are, respectively, the minor and major radii and (r, θ, ξ) are straight-field-line toroidal flux coordinates. Meanwhile,
2 )/(ΩR 0 ) sin θ ≡v dr sin θ is the magnetic drift velocity associated with the geodesic curvature,
is the Bessel function accounting for finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects, k ⊥ is the perpendicular wave vector, ρ L = mcv ⊥ /q s B is the Larmor radius,
, and δĖ = q s v dr ∂ rΦ corresponds to particle energy change due to magnetic drift in radial direction. The three terms on the right hand side of equation (2) correspond to, respectively, free energy in phase space, perpendicular nonlinearity and parallel nonlinearity. Note that, though written explicitly in equation (2), the parallel nonlinearity will not be kept in our derivations since it corresponds to a long time scale (slow) process, and nonlinearity on this time scale will be neglected systematically.
The linear EP response to EGAM can be derived by transforming equation (2) into the drift orbit center coordinate. Assuming large aspect ratio tokamak and well circulating EPs, and taking δH h = e iΛ δH dh with Λ ≡Λ cos θ satisfying ω tr ∂ θ Λ + ω d sin θ = 0, we then have
and the linear EP response to GAM is then
Note again that in deriving equation (4), the exp (iz cos θ)
Here, e iΛ is the operator for coordinate transformation from EP drift orbit center to guiding center,Λ =ω d /ω tr = k rρd , and
The EP response to GAM is then
The dispersion relation of EGAM can then be derived by substituting equation (5) into the quasi neutrality condition [18] , while linear thermal plasma responses to GAM are derived in [23] for parameter regime relevant to realistic tokamak experiments. It is clear from last equation that, the linear drive of EGAM comes from the harmonics of transit resonances ω = lω tr , with the "number" of resonant EPs proportional to J 2 l (Λ). As a result, in the small drift orbit limit with |Λ| ≪ 1, the l = ±1 transit resonances dominate; while for relatively big drift orbits due to short wavelength, higher EP energy, and/or large safety factor q, higher order resonances may also play an important role [23] [24] [25] . It is also evident from wave-particle resonance condition that the optimal ordering of EGAM drive is T h /T i ∼ q 2 [18] . The linear particle responses to ZFZF is given in detail in Ref. [12] . Nonlinear thermal ion and electron responses to ZFZF and GAM second harmonic are derived in, respectively, Refs. [12] and [11] . In this work, we will present the detailed derivation of nonlinear EP response to both ZFZF and/or EGAM second harmonic;harmonic, while we refer the readers to Refs. [12] and [11] for the analysis of thermal plasma response.
III. ZFZF GENERATION BY EGAM
The nonlinear thermal plasma contribution to ZFZF is derived in Ref. [12] , and we will focus here on the nonlinear EP contribution. Similarly to thermal plamsa, the nonlinear EP response to ZFZF can be derived by transforming into drift orbit center coordinate. Taking δH
dZ,h , and keeping only the dominant perpendicular nonlinearity, we have
Noting that | δH N L dZ,h /δH N L dZ,h | ≃ |ω Z /ω tr,h | ≪ 1 with (· · ·) and (· · ·) denoting respectively, m = 0 and m = 0 poloidal harmonics, we then have δH
dZ,h , and
In equation (7), the J G -s denoting FLR effects are systematically neglected in comparison to FOW effects. Noting that resonant EPs dominate the nonlinear coupling [9] , and assuming |k r ρ d,h | ≪ 1 for EGAMs typically with global mode structure, the dominant contribution comes from p = 0 and l = ±1 harmonics. One then have, after tedious but straightforward algebra,
Here, ω 0 = ω 0r + iγ, ω * 0 = ω 0r − iγ, and hence the term in the bracket can then be reduced to
In deriving equation (9) , only resonant EP contributions were kept. Noting again δH
In the previous equation, the resonant EPs play dominant role, while EGAM is linearly growing, so that |δE r | 2 ∝ exp(2γ L t) with γ L being the EGAM linear growth rate. We then have
into the quasi-neutrality condition, we obtain
Here, χ iZ ≃ 1.6k
ǫ is the neoclassical polarization of ZFZF:
with the dominant contribution coming from trapped thermal ions [1] . In equation (11), the thermal ions contribution to ZFZF generation, derived in Ref. [12] , is of order
2 ) smaller compared to the contribution of resonant EPs, and is therefore neglected here.
IV. SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION BY EGAM
Second harmonic of GAM was observed in JFT-2M [13] , Diii-D [14] and more recently, Asdex Upgrade [26] experiments, and has been investigated using both gyrokinetic theory and simulation [11] and also by fluid theory [15] .
When parallel nonlinearity, which is typically much smaller than perpendicular nonlinearity, is turned off, finite GAM second harmonic generation is observed in GTC simulation, and the observed polarization and mode amplitude agree quantitatively with the nonlinear gyrokinetic theory [11] ; however, when parallel nonlinearity is turned on, the GAM second harmonic generation is reduced by one order [11] . Theory based on phase-space-conserved form of gyrokinetic equation [27, 28] shows that, the parallel nonlinearity cancels exactly the perpendicular nonlinearity, which for the case of GAM self coupling, contributes only through weak toroidal coupling [11] . The null-generation of second harmonic electric field by GAM has been confirmed in fluid theory [15] , which also shows presence of a finite second harmonic density. It can be then conjectured, using the analogy of EGAM to the well-known beam-plasma instability, that EPs play a dominant role in the second harmonic generation [29] , and a theory based on fluid-drift kinetic hybrid model confirms that EPs indeed play an important role in second harmonic generation [15] , where only resonant EPs are considered under small orbit expansion to focus on the effects on resonant EPs.
In this section, we will re-visit the second harmonic generation by EGAM, with the generalized expression of EP contribution to second harmonic properly treated. Again, we will focus on the derivation of nonlinear EPs response to EGAM second harmonic, since as is shown in Ref. [11] that thermal plasma contribution cancels exactly in the lowest order. The EP response to EGAM second harmonic can be derived from the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation:
with the subscript "S" denoting second harmonic, S ≡ kS=k ′ +k ′′ , and here k ′ and k ′′ are both EGAMs. Again,
cos θ ≡Λ S cos θ, one then has the following equation for EP drift orbit center density:
which yields
The general expression of nonlinear EP response to EGAM second harmonic can then be written as:
Substituting equation (15) into the surface averaged quasi-neutrality condition, we obtain the equation for EGAM second harmonic generation:
where
, and E EGAM (ω S ) is the linear dielectric function of EGAM at ω = ω S :
Equation (16) is the linear dispersion relation of EGAM second harmonic valid for arbitrary drift orbit width (|k rρd,h |), which contains summation over all the transit harmonics, and hence requires numerical solution. We note that, the general dispersion relation for EGAM second harmonic generation derived here, will recover the result of Ref. [15] in the proper limit, i.e., with |Λ| ≪ 1 and only contribution of resonant EPs taken into account. For EGAM typically with a global mode structure, i.e., |Λ| ≪ 1, the contribution dominates for small |η| + |ξ| + |p| + |l|. Also, l = ±1 is taken for the strongest linear EGAM drive, and p + l = 0 is required for non-vanishing nonlinear EP response to EGAM second harmonic (the ∂/∂θ operator on the right hand side of equation (13)). With these selection rules in mind, we then have,
Equation (18) can be further simplified, noting ω S = 2ω ≃ 2ω tr andΛ S = 2Λ, and we have
In deriving equation (19) , ω S = 2ω ≃ 2ω tr was applied to simplify the expression. Substituting equation (19) into quasi-neutrality condition for EGAM second harmonic, we then obtain:
withÊ EGAM (ω S ) being the linear EGAM second harmonic dispersion relation in the small orbit limit, and its expression given byÊ
In the expression forÊ EGAM (ω S ), the l = ±2 transit resonances are kept, in addition to the l = ±1 transit resonances that dominate linear EGAM excitation, since for EGAM second harmonic, with ω S = 2ω ≃ 2ω tr , the contribution of l = ±2 resonances could be comparable with those of l = ±1, even though J 2 2 (Λ) ≪ J 2 1 (Λ) in the small orbit limit. Note that in the equation (52) of Ref. [15] , ω EGAM is also a function of ω S (ω 2 using the notation of Ref. [15] ), as we showed in equation (21) . Equation (20) can then be applied to explain experiments/simulations on EGAM second harmonic generation, by direct substituting parameters into the nonlinear dispersion relation.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, in this work, we have derived the dispersion relations describing nonlinear generation of ZFZF and second harmonic by finite amplitude EGAM, and shown that EPs play dominant roles in both processes. For ZFZF, it was shown in Ref. [12] that, in the absence of EPs, finite amplitude GAM can drive ZFZF, with the thermal ion FOW effects playing a dominant role. When the EPs are taken into account, it is found that the effects of the resonant EPs induced by the symmetry breaking become dominant, despite their low density. On the other hand, it is shown by Refs. [11] and [15] that, second harmonic scalar potential cannot be driven by finite amplitude GAM due to the cancelation of parallel and perpendicular nonlinearities. When the effects of resonant EPs are taken into account in the long wavelength limit, Ref. [15] shows that second harmonic can be driven by finite amplitude EGAM. In this work, the nonlinear response of EPs to EGAM second harmonic is derived systematically for arbitrary wavelength (compared to EP drift orbit) by coordinate transforming into EP drift orbit center, which is then used to derive the nonlinear dispersion relation of EGAM second harmonic. It is shown that, the finite coupling comes from EP finite orbit width effect; instead of toroidicity for the perpendicular nonlinearity of thermal ions. The generation of ZFZF and second harmonic, has a potential to give further insight into the nonlinear dynamics of turbulence and hence the corresponding transport.
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